Influence of passive facet of multilayer diffractive optical elements.
The effect of a passive facet on diffraction efficiency of multilayer diffraction optical elements (MLDOEs) was analyzed, and the mathematical model of polychromatic integral diffraction efficiency affected by a passive blazed facet for MLDOEs is presented. We found the passive facet could cause a significant reduction in polychromatic integral diffraction efficiency in the working waveband. The reduction of diffraction efficiency is quantitatively described by the shielding effect, which is caused by the sidewall slope of sawtooth-shaped MLDOEs. Through rigorous calculations, our shielding model is consistent with the numerical results. The analysis results can be utilized for fabrication of MLDOEs, and our shielding model of the passive facet can be applied to predict the optical performance of MLDOEs and refractive-diffractive hybrid imaging optical systems.